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Statistical Data Analysis
We’re living in a digital world. Most of our global economy is digital and the sheer
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volume of data is stupendous. It’s 2020 and we’re living in the future. Data
Scientist is one of the hottest job on the market right now. Demand for data
science is huge and will only grow, and it seems like it will grow much faster than
the actual number of data scientists. So if you want to make a career change and
become a data scientist, now is the time. This book will guide you through the
process. From my experience of working with multiple companies as a project
manager, a data science consultant or a CTO, I was able to see the process of
hiring data scientists and building data science teams. I know what’s important to
land your first job as a data scientist, what skills you should acquire, what you
should show during a job interview.

Data Analysis for the Life Sciences with R
A comprehensive introduction to modern applied statistical genetic data analysis,
accessible to those without a background in molecular biology or genetics. Human
genetic research is now relevant beyond biology, epidemiology, and the medical
sciences, with applications in such fields as psychology, psychiatry, statistics,
demography, sociology, and economics. With advances in computing power, the
availability of data, and new techniques, it is now possible to integrate large-scale
molecular genetic information into research across a broad range of topics. This
book offers the first comprehensive introduction to modern applied statistical
genetic data analysis that covers theory, data preparation, and analysis of
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molecular genetic data, with hands-on computer exercises. It is accessible to
students and researchers in any empirically oriented medical, biological, or social
science discipline; a background in molecular biology or genetics is not required.
The book first provides foundations for statistical genetic data analysis, including a
survey of fundamental concepts, primers on statistics and human evolution, and an
introduction to polygenic scores. It then covers the practicalities of working with
genetic data, discussing such topics as analytical challenges and data
management. Finally, the book presents applications and advanced topics,
including polygenic score and gene-environment interaction applications,
Mendelian Randomization and instrumental variables, and ethical issues. The
software and data used in the book are freely available and can be found on the
book's website.

Music Data Analysis
Introduction to data analysis; Predictions and projections: some issues of research
design; Two-variable linear regression; Multiple regression.

A General Introduction to Data Analytics
This book has a collection of articles written by Big Data experts to describe some
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of the cutting-edge methods and applications from their respective areas of
interest, and provides the reader with a detailed overview of the field of Big Data
Analytics as it is practiced today. The chapters cover technical aspects of key areas
that generate and use Big Data such as management and finance; medicine and
healthcare; genome, cytome and microbiome; graphs and networks; Internet of
Things; Big Data standards; bench-marking of systems; and others. In addition to
different applications, key algorithmic approaches such as graph partitioning,
clustering and finite mixture modelling of high-dimensional data are also covered.
The varied collection of themes in this volume introduces the reader to the
richness of the emerging field of Big Data Analytics.

Statistical Techniques for Data Analysis
This book covers several of the statistical concepts and data analytic skills needed
to succeed in data-driven life science research. The authors proceed from
relatively basic concepts related to computed p-values to advanced topics related
to analyzing highthroughput data. They include the R code that performs this
analysis and connect the lines of code to the statistical and mathematical concepts
explained.

Data Analysis for Politics and Policy
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Get started using Python in data analysis with this compact practical guide. This
book includes three exercises and a case study on getting data in and out of
Python code in the right format. Learn Data Analysis with Python also helps you
discover meaning in the data using analysis and shows you how to visualize it.
Each lesson is, as much as possible, self-contained to allow you to dip in and out of
the examples as your needs dictate. If you are already using Python for data
analysis, you will find a number of things that you wish you knew how to do in
Python. You can then take these techniques and apply them directly to your own
projects. If you aren’t using Python for data analysis, this book takes you through
the basics at the beginning to give you a solid foundation in the topic. As you work
your way through the book you will have a better of idea of how to use Python for
data analysis when you are finished. What You Will Learn Get data into and out of
Python code Prepare the data and its format Find the meaning of the data Visualize
the data using iPython Who This Book Is For Those who want to learn data analysis
using Python. Some experience with Python is recommended but not required, as
is some prior experience with data analysis or data science.

Big Data Analytics with Spark and Hadoop
Get to grips with pandas—a versatile and high-performance Python library for data
manipulation, analysis, and discovery Key Features Perform efficient data analysis
and manipulation tasks using pandas Apply pandas to different real-world domains
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using step-by-step demonstrations Get accustomed to using pandas as an effective
data exploration tool Book Description Data analysis has become a necessary skill
in a variety of positions where knowing how to work with data and extract insights
can generate significant value. Hands-On Data Analysis with Pandas will show you
how to analyze your data, get started with machine learning, and work effectively
with Python libraries often used for data science, such as pandas, NumPy,
matplotlib, seaborn, and scikit-learn. Using real-world datasets, you will learn how
to use the powerful pandas library to perform data wrangling to reshape, clean,
and aggregate your data. Then, you will learn how to conduct exploratory data
analysis by calculating summary statistics and visualizing the data to find patterns.
In the concluding chapters, you will explore some applications of anomaly
detection, regression, clustering, and classification, using scikit-learn, to make
predictions based on past data. By the end of this book, you will be equipped with
the skills you need to use pandas to ensure the veracity of your data, visualize it
for effective decision-making, and reliably reproduce analyses across multiple
datasets. What you will learn Understand how data analysts and scientists gather
and analyze data Perform data analysis and data wrangling in Python Combine,
group, and aggregate data from multiple sources Create data visualizations with
pandas, matplotlib, and seaborn Apply machine learning (ML) algorithms to identify
patterns and make predictions Use Python data science libraries to analyze realworld datasets Use pandas to solve common data representation and analysis
problems Build Python scripts, modules, and packages for reusable analysis code
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Who this book is for This book is for data analysts, data science beginners, and
Python developers who want to explore each stage of data analysis and scientific
computing using a wide range of datasets. You will also find this book useful if you
are a data scientist who is looking to implement pandas in machine learning.
Working knowledge of Python programming language will be beneficial.

Head First Data Analysis
This book is a practical guide to problems that commonly arise when developing a
machine learning project. The book's topics are: Exploratory data analysis Data
Preparation Selecting best variables Assessing Model Performance More
information on predictive modeling will be included soon. This book tries to
demonstrate what it says with short and well-explained examples. This is valid for
both theoretical and practical aspects (through comments in the code). This book,
as well as the development of a data project, is not linear. The chapters are related
among them. For example, the missing values chapter can lead to the cardinality
reduction in categorical variables. Or you can read the data type chapter and then
change the way you deal with missing values. You¿ll find references to other
websites so you can expand your study, this book is just another step in the
learning journey. It's open-source and can be found at
http://livebook.datascienceheroes.com
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Data Analysis
Since the first edition of this book appeared, computers have come to the aid of
modern experimenters and data analysts, bringing with them data analysis
techniques that were once beyond the calculational reach of even professional
statisticians. Today, scientists in every field have access to the techniques and
technology they need to analyze stat

Data Analysis in Sport
Aquatic Data Analysis
Real-Time Data Analytics for Large-Scale Sensor Data covers the theory and
applications of hardware platforms and architectures, the development of software
methods, techniques and tools, applications, governance and adoption strategies
for the use of massive sensor data in real-time data analytics. It presents the
leading-edge research in the field and identifies future challenges in this fledging
research area. The book captures the essence of real-time IoT based solutions that
require a multidisciplinary approach for catering to on-the-fly processing, including
methods for high performance stream processing, adaptively streaming
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adjustment, uncertainty handling, latency handling, and more. Examines IoT
applications, the design of real-time intelligent systems, and how to manage the
rapid growth of the large volume of sensor data Discusses intelligent management
systems for applications such as healthcare, robotics and environment modeling
Provides a focused approach towards the design and implementation of real-time
intelligent systems for the management of sensor data in large-scale environments

Python for Data Analysis
Introduction to Data Science: Data Analysis and Prediction Algorithms with R
introduces concepts and skills that can help you tackle real-world data analysis
challenges. It covers concepts from probability, statistical inference, linear
regression, and machine learning. It also helps you develop skills such as R
programming, data wrangling, data visualization, predictive algorithm building, file
organization with UNIX/Linux shell, version control with Git and GitHub, and
reproducible document preparation. This book is a textbook for a first course in
data science. No previous knowledge of R is necessary, although some experience
with programming may be helpful. The book is divided into six parts: R, data
visualization, statistics with R, data wrangling, machine learning, and productivity
tools. Each part has several chapters meant to be presented as one lecture. The
author uses motivating case studies that realistically mimic a data scientist’s
experience. He starts by asking specific questions and answers these through data
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analysis so concepts are learned as a means to answering the questions. Examples
of the case studies included are: US murder rates by state, self-reported student
heights, trends in world health and economics, the impact of vaccines on infectious
disease rates, the financial crisis of 2007-2008, election forecasting, building a
baseball team, image processing of hand-written digits, and movie
recommendation systems. The statistical concepts used to answer the case study
questions are only briefly introduced, so complementing with a probability and
statistics textbook is highly recommended for in-depth understanding of these
concepts. If you read and understand the chapters and complete the exercises,
you will be prepared to learn the more advanced concepts and skills needed to
become an expert.

Data Science Job: How to become a Data Scientist
This book is a guide to the practical application of statistics in data analysis as
typically encountered in the physical sciences. It is primarily addressed at students
and professionals who need to draw quantitative conclusions from experimental
data. Although most of the examples are taken from particle physics, the material
is presented in a sufficiently general way as to be useful to people from most
branches of the physical sciences. The first part of the book describes the basic
tools of data analysis: concepts of probability and random variables, Monte Carlo
techniques, statistical tests, and methods of parameter estimation. The last three
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chapters are somewhat more specialized than those preceding, covering interval
estimation, characteristic functions, and the problem of correcting distributions for
the effects of measurement errors (unfolding).

Data Analysis
Useful business analysis requires you to effectively transform data into actionable
information. This book helps you use SQL and Excel to extract business information
from relational databases and use that data to define business dimensions, store
transactions about customers, produce results, and more. Each chapter explains
when and why to perform a particular type of business analysis in order to obtain
useful results, how to design and perform the analysis using SQL and Excel, and
what the results should look like.

Too Big to Ignore
"This book introduces you to R, RStudio, and the tidyverse, a collection of R
packages designed to work together to make data science fast, fluent, and fun.
Suitable for readers with no previous programming experience"--

An Introduction to Statistical Genetic Data Analysis
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The fourth edition of this successful textbook presents a comprehensive
introduction to statistical and numerical methods for the evaluation of empirical
and experimental data. Equal weight is given to statistical theory and practical
problems. The concise mathematical treatment of the subject matter is illustrated
by many examples and for the present edition a library of Java programs has been
developed. It comprises methods of numerical data analysis and graphical
representation as well as many example programs and solutions to programming
problems. The book is conceived both as an introduction and as a work of
reference. In particular it addresses itself to students, scientists and practitioners
in science and engineering as a help in the analysis of their data in laboratory
courses, in working for bachelor or master degrees, in thesis work, and in research
and professional work.

Python for Data Analysis
Collecting data is relatively easy, but turning raw information into something useful
requires that you know how to extract precisely what you need. With this insightful
book, intermediate to experienced programmers interested in data analysis will
learn techniques for working with data in a business environment. You'll learn how
to look at data to discover what it contains, how to capture those ideas in
conceptual models, and then feed your understanding back into the organization
through business plans, metrics dashboards, and other applications. Along the
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way, you'll experiment with concepts through hands-on workshops at the end of
each chapter. Above all, you'll learn how to think about the results you want to
achieve -- rather than rely on tools to think for you. Use graphics to describe data
with one, two, or dozens of variables Develop conceptual models using back-of-theenvelope calculations, as well asscaling and probability arguments Mine data with
computationally intensive methods such as simulation and clustering Make your
conclusions understandable through reports, dashboards, and other metrics
programs Understand financial calculations, including the time-value of money Use
dimensionality reduction techniques or predictive analytics to conquer challenging
data analysis situations Become familiar with different open source programming
environments for data analysis "Finally, a concise reference for understanding how
to conquer piles of data."--Austin King, Senior Web Developer, Mozilla "An
indispensable text for aspiring data scientists."--Michael E. Driscoll, CEO/Founder,
Dataspora

Introduction to Data Science
Although many books currently available describe statistical models and methods
for analyzing longitudinal data, they do not highlight connections between various
research threads in the statistical literature. Responding to this void, Longitudinal
Data Analysis provides a clear, comprehensive, and unified overview of state-ofthe-art theory and applications. It also focuses on the assorted challenges that
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arise in analyzing longitudinal data. After discussing historical aspects, leading
researchers explore four broad themes: parametric modeling, nonparametric and
semiparametric methods, joint models, and incomplete data. Each of these
sections begins with an introductory chapter that provides useful background
material and a broad outline to set the stage for subsequent chapters. Rather than
focus on a narrowly defined topic, chapters integrate important research
discussions from the statistical literature. They seamlessly blend theory with
applications and include examples and case studies from various disciplines.
Destined to become a landmark publication in the field, this carefully edited
collection emphasizes statistical models and methods likely to endure in the future.
Whether involved in the development of statistical methodology or the analysis of
longitudinal data, readers will gain new perspectives on the field.

Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel
Making sense of sports performance data can be a challenging task but is
nevertheless an essential part of performance analysis investigations. Focusing on
techniques used in the analysis of sport performance, this book introduces the
fundamental principles of data analysis, explores the most important tools used in
data analysis, and offers guidance on the presentation of results. The book covers
key topics such as: The purpose of data analysis, from statistical analysis to
algorithmic processing Commercial packages for performance and data analysis,
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including Focus, Sportscode, Dartfish, Prozone, Excel, SPSS and Matlab Effective
use of statistical procedures in sport performance analysis Analysing data from
manual notation systems, player tracking systems and computerized match
analysis systems Creating visually appealing ‘dashboard’ interfaces for presenting
data Assessing reliability. The book includes worked examples from real sport,
offering clear guidance to the reader and bringing the subject to life. This book is
invaluable reading for any student, researcher or analyst working in sport
performance or undertaking a sport-related research project or methods course

Data Science Live Book
A guide to the principles and methods of data analysis that does not require
knowledge of statistics or programming A General Introduction to Data Analytics is
an essential guide to understand and use data analytics. This book is written using
easy-to-understand terms and does not require familiarity with statistics or
programming. The authors—noted experts in the field—highlight an explanation of
the intuition behind the basic data analytics techniques. The text also contains
exercises and illustrative examples. Thought to be easily accessible to non-experts,
the book provides motivation to the necessity of analyzing data. It explains how to
visualize and summarize data, and how to find natural groups and frequent
patterns in a dataset. The book also explores predictive tasks, be them
classification or regression. Finally, the book discusses popular data analytic
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applications, like mining the web, information retrieval, social network analysis,
working with text, and recommender systems. The learning resources offer: A
guide to the reasoning behind data mining techniques A unique illustrative
example that extends throughout all the chapters Exercises at the end of each
chapter and larger projects at the end of each of the text’s two main parts
Together with these learning resources, the book can be used in a 13-week course
guide, one chapter per course topic. The book was written in a format that allows
the understanding of the main data analytics concepts by non-mathematicians,
non-statisticians and non-computer scientists interested in getting an introduction
to data science. A General Introduction to Data Analytics is a basic guide to data
analytics written in highly accessible terms.

Learn Data Analysis with Python
The first part of this book is devoted to methods seeking relevant dimensions of
data. The variables thus obtained provide a synthetic description which often
results in a graphical representation of the data. After a general presentation of
the discriminating analysis, the second part is devoted to clustering methods which
constitute another method, often complementary to the methods described in the
first part, to synthesize and to analyze the data. The book concludes by examining
the links existing between data mining and data analysis.
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Deep Learning for Data Analytics
This text provides a reliable guide to the basic issues in data analysis, such as the
construction of variables, the characterization of distributions and the notions of
inference.

Exploratory Data Analysis
A revelatory exploration of the hottest trend in technology and the dramatic
impact it will have on the economy, science, and society at large. Which paint color
is most likely to tell you that a used car is in good shape? How can officials identify
the most dangerous New York City manholes before they explode? And how did
Google searches predict the spread of the H1N1 flu outbreak? The key to
answering these questions, and many more, is big data. “Big data” refers to our
burgeoning ability to crunch vast collections of information, analyze it instantly,
and draw sometimes profoundly surprising conclusions from it. This emerging
science can translate myriad phenomena—from the price of airline tickets to the
text of millions of books—into searchable form, and uses our increasing computing
power to unearth epiphanies that we never could have seen before. A revolution on
par with the Internet or perhaps even the printing press, big data will change the
way we think about business, health, politics, education, and innovation in the
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years to come. It also poses fresh threats, from the inevitable end of privacy as we
know it to the prospect of being penalized for things we haven’t even done yet,
based on big data’s ability to predict our future behavior. In this brilliantly clear,
often surprising work, two leading experts explain what big data is, how it will
change our lives, and what we can do to protect ourselves from its hazards. Big
Data is the first big book about the next big thing. www.big-data-book.com

Longitudinal Data Analysis
Qualitative Data Analysis
A handy reference guide for data analysts and data scientists to fetch "Value" out
of big data analytics using Spark on Hadoop ClustersAbout This Book* Practical
tutorial with real-world examples that explores Spark on Hadoop clusters* This
book is based on the latest version of Apache Spark and Hadoop integrated with
the most commonly used tools* Learn about all the Spark stack components
including the latest topics such as DataFrames, DataSets, and SparkRWho This
Book Is ForThough this book is primarily aimed at data analysts and data scientists,
it will also help architects, programmers, and practitioners. Knowledge of either
Spark or Hadoop would be beneficial. It is assumed that you have basic
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programming background in Scala, Python, SQL, or R programming with basic
Linux experience. Working experience within big data environments is not
mandatory.What You Will Learn* Find out about and implement the tools and
techniques of big data analytics using Spark on Hadoop clusters* Understand all
the Hadoop and Spark ecosystem components and how Spark replaced
MapReduce* Get to know all the Spark components: Spark Core, Spark SQL,
DataFrames, DataSets, Streaming, MLLib, and Graphx* See batch and real-time
data analytics using Spark Core, Spark SQL, and Spark Streaming* Get to grips
with data science and machine learning using MLLib, H2O, Hivemall, Graphx, and
SparkR* Get an introduction to all the new tools (based on Notebooks, Data Flow,
and Spark as a Service) and their integrations with Spark and HadoopIn DetailThis
book explains the fundamentals of Apache Spark and Hadoop, and how they are
easily integrated together with the most commonly used tools and techniques. All
the Spark components-Spark Core, Spark SQL, DataFrames, Data sets, Streaming,
MLlib, Graphx, and Hadoop core components-HDFS, MapReduce, and Yarn are
explored in greater depth with implementation examples on Spark and Hadoop
clusters.The big data analytics industry is moving away from MapReduce to Spark.
In this book, the advantages of Spark over MapReduce are explained at great
depth so you can reap the benefits of in-memory speeds. The DataFrames API,
Data Sources API, and new Data sets API are explained so you can build big data
analytical applications.We'll explore real-time data analytics using Spark Streaming
with Apache Kafka and HBase to help you build streaming applications. You'll get
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to know the machine learning techniques using MLLib and SparkR, and Graph
Analytics with the GraphX component of Spark.You will also get the opportunity to
start working with web-based notebooks such as Jupyter, Apache Zeppelin, and the
data flow tool Apache NiFi to analyze and visualize data.

Statistical Data Analysis
Each chapter of the book quickly introduces a key ‘theme’ of Data Analysis, before
immersing you in the practical aspects of each theme. You’ll learn quickly how to
perform all aspects of Data Analysis.Practical Data Analysis is a book ideal for
home and small business users who want to slice & dice the data they have on
hand with minimum hassle.

Data Analysis
Get complete instructions for manipulating, processing, cleaning, and crunching
datasets in Python. Updated for Python 3.6, the second edition of this hands-on
guide is packed with practical case studies that show you how to solve a broad set
of data analysis problems effectively. You’ll learn the latest versions of pandas,
NumPy, IPython, and Jupyter in the process. Written by Wes McKinney, the creator
of the Python pandas project, this book is a practical, modern introduction to data
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science tools in Python. It’s ideal for analysts new to Python and for Python
programmers new to data science and scientific computing. Data files and related
material are available on GitHub. Use the IPython shell and Jupyter notebook for
exploratory computing Learn basic and advanced features in NumPy (Numerical
Python) Get started with data analysis tools in the pandas library Use flexible tools
to load, clean, transform, merge, and reshape data Create informative
visualizations with matplotlib Apply the pandas groupby facility to slice, dice, and
summarize datasets Analyze and manipulate regular and irregular time series data
Learn how to solve real-world data analysis problems with thorough, detailed
examples

Longitudinal Data Analysis
The Third Edition of Miles & Huberman's classic research methods text is updated
and streamlined by Johnny Saldaña, author of The Coding Manual for Qualitative
Researchers. Several of the data display strategies from previous editions are now
presented in re-envisioned and reorganized formats to enhance reader
accessibility and comprehension. The Third Edition’s presentation of the
fundamentals of research design and data management is followed by five distinct
methods of analysis: exploring, describing, ordering, explaining, and predicting.
Miles and Huberman's original research studies are profiled and accompanied with
new examples from Saldaña's recent qualitative work. The book's most celebrated
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chapter, "Drawing and Verifying Conclusions," is retained and revised, and the
chapter on report writing has been greatly expanded, and is now called “Writing
About Qualitative Research.” Comprehensive and authoritative, Qualitative Data
Analysis has been elegantly revised for a new generation of qualitative
researchers.

Introduction to Statistical Data Analysis for the Life Sciences
This accessible introduction to data analysis focuses on the interpretation of
statistical results, in particular those which come from nonexperimental social
research. It will provide social science researchers with the tools necessary to
select and evaluate statistical tests appropriate for their research question. Using a
consistent data-set throughout the book to illustrate the various analytic
techniques, Michael Lewis-Beck covers topics such as univariate statistics,
measures of association, the statistical significance of the relationship between
two variables, simple regression in which the dependent variable is influenced by a
single independent variable, and multiple regression.

Real-Time Data Analytics for Large Scale Sensor Data
This book provides a comprehensive overview of music data analysis, from
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introductory material to advanced concepts. It covers various applications
including transcription and segmentation as well as chord and harmony,
instrument and tempo recognition. It also discusses the implementation aspects of
music data analysis such as architecture, user interface and hardware. It is ideal
for use in university classes with an interest in music data analysis. It also could be
used in computer science and statistics as well as musicology.

Data Analytics for Beginners
A Hands-On Approach to Teaching Introductory StatisticsExpanded with over 100
more pages, Introduction to Statistical Data Analysis for the Life Sciences, Second
Edition presents the right balance of data examples, statistical theory, and
computing to teach introductory statistics to students in the life sciences. This
popular textbook covers the m

Big Data Analytics
A guide for data managers and analyzers shares guidelines for identifying patterns,
predicting future outcomes, and presenting findings to others; drawing on current
research in cognitive science and learning theory while covering such additional
topics as assessing data quality, handling ambiguous information, and organizing
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data within market groups. Original.

Hands-On Data Analysis with Pandas
This book serves as an introductory text for exploratory data analysis. It exposes
readers and users to a variety of techniques for looking more effectively at data.
The emphasis is on general techniques, rather than specific problems.

SQL for Data Analytics
DATA ANALYTICS FOR BEGINNER: IN ORDER TO SUCEED IN TODAYS'Ss FAST PACE
BUSINESS ENVIRONEMNT, YOU NEED TO MASTER DATA ANALYTICS. Data Analytics
is the most powerful tool to analyze today's business environment and to predict
future developments. Is it not the dream of every business owner to know exactly
what the customer will buy in 6 months or what the new product hype will look like
in your OWN industry? Data Analytics is the tool that will bring you answers to
these questions. Here's why Data Analytics for Beginners will bring your business
to a complete new level: How you can use data analytics to improve your business
How to plan data analysis to know exactly what your target group wants How to
implement descriptive analysis You will learn the exact techniques that are
required to master Data Analytics Our customer's feedback I am the owner of a
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home supplies shop with 15 employees and this book improved the sales by 18,5%
during the last 3 months. Richard S., Boston. Data Analytics for Beginners was a
eye opener for me and my business. With this book I research all of my products
on sale and my skills about the market I am in enhanced drastically. I can
recommend this book to everyone that is planning to improve the business.
Anamda R., Sacramento. During my IT studies this book supported me a lot with
anaylsis about future business trends. This book has a easy to understand writing
style without any expert language. In other words: every beginner can work with
this book right away.Thomas E., Baltimore. Here's what you will get Planning a
Study Surveys Experiments Gathering Data How to select useful samples Avoiding
Bias in Data Sets Descriptive Analysis Mean Median Mode Variance Standard
Deviation Coefficient of Variation Pie Charts How to create Pie Charts in Excel Bar
Graphs How to Create Bar Charts in Excel Time Charts and Line Charts How to
create a time chart in excel How to create a line chart in excel Histograms How to
create a histogram in Excel Scatter Plots How to create a Scatter Chart in Excel
Business Intelligence Data Analytics in Business and Industry

Handbook of Data Analysis
First Published in 2012. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
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Applied Statistical Modeling and Data Analytics
Applied Statistical Modeling and Data Analytics: A Practical Guide for the Petroleum
Geosciences provides a practical guide to many of the classical and modern
statistical techniques that have become established for oil and gas professionals in
recent years. It serves as a "how to" reference volume for the practicing petroleum
engineer or geoscientist interested in applying statistical methods in formation
evaluation, reservoir characterization, reservoir modeling and management, and
uncertainty quantification. Beginning with a foundational discussion of exploratory
data analysis, probability distributions and linear regression modeling, the book
focuses on fundamentals and practical examples of such key topics as multivariate
analysis, uncertainty quantification, data-driven modeling, and experimental
design and response surface analysis. Data sets from the petroleum geosciences
are extensively used to demonstrate the applicability of these techniques. The
book will also be useful for professionals dealing with subsurface flow problems in
hydrogeology, geologic carbon sequestration, and nuclear waste disposal.
Authored by internationally renowned experts in developing and applying
statistical methods for oil & gas and other subsurface problem domains Written by
practitioners for practitioners Presents an easy to follow narrative which
progresses from simple concepts to more challenging ones Includes online
resources with software applications and practical examples for the most relevant
and popular statistical methods, using data sets from the petroleum geosciences
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Addresses the theory and practice of statistical modeling and data analytics from
the perspective of petroleum geoscience applications

Big Data
Deep learning, a branch of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning, has led to
new approaches to solving problems in a variety of domains including data
science, data analytics and biomedical engineering. Deep Learning for Data
Analytics: Foundations, Biomedical Applications and Challenges provides readers
with a focused approach for the design and implementation of deep learning
concepts using data analytics techniques in large scale environments. Deep
learning algorithms are based on artificial neural network models to cascade
multiple layers of nonlinear processing, which aids in feature extraction and
learning in supervised and unsupervised ways, including classification and pattern
analysis. Deep learning transforms data through a cascade of layers, helping
systems analyze and process complex data sets. Deep learning algorithms extract
high level complex data and process these complex sets to relatively simpler ideas
formulated in the preceding level of the hierarchy. The authors of this book focus
on suitable data analytics methods to solve complex real world problems such as
medical image recognition, biomedical engineering, and object tracking using deep
learning methodologies. The book provides a pragmatic direction for researchers
who wish to analyze large volumes of data for business, engineering, and
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biomedical applications. Deep learning architectures including deep neural
networks, recurrent neural networks, and deep belief networks can be used to help
resolve problems in applications such as natural language processing, speech
recognition, computer vision, bioinoformatics, audio recognition, drug design, and
medical image analysis. Presents the latest advances in Deep Learning for data
analytics and biomedical engineering applications. Discusses Deep Learning
techniques as they are being applied in the real world of biomedical engineering
and data science, including Deep Learning networks, deep feature learning, deep
learning toolboxes, performance evaluation, Deep Learning optimization, deep
auto-encoders, and deep neural networks Provides readers with an introduction to
Deep Learning, along with coverage of deep belief networks, convolutional neural
networks, Restricted Boltzmann Machines, data analytics basics, enterprise data
science, predictive analysis, optimization for Deep Learning, and feature selection
using Deep Learning

Data Analysis with Open Source Tools
Take your first steps to become a fully qualified data analyst by learning how to
explore large relational datasets. Key Features Explore a variety of statistical
techniques to analyze your data Integrate your SQL pipelines with other analytics
technologies Perform advanced analytics such as geospatial and text analysis Book
Description Understanding and finding patterns in data has become one of the
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most important ways to improve business decisions. If you know the basics of SQL,
but don’t know how to use it to gain business insights from data, this book is for
you. SQL for Data Analytics covers everything you need progress from simply
knowing basic SQL to telling stories and identifying trends in data. You’ll be able to
start exploring your data by identifying patterns and unlocking deeper insights.
You’ll also gain experience working with different types of data in SQL, including
time-series, geospatial, and text data. Finally, you’ll understand how to become
productive with SQL with the help of profiling and automation to gain insights
faster. By the end of the book, you’ll able to use SQL in everyday business
scenarios efficiently and look at data with the critical eye of analytics professional.
What you will learn Use SQL to summarize and identify patterns in data Apply
special SQL clauses and functions to generate descriptive statistics Use SQL
queries and subqueries to prepare data for analysis Perform advanced statistical
calculations using the window function Analyze special data types in SQL, including
geospatial data and time data Import and export data using a text file and
PostgreSQL Debug queries that won't run Optimize queries to improve their
performance for faster results Who this book is for If you’re a database engineer
looking to transition into analytics, or a backend engineer who wants to develop a
deeper understanding of production data, you will find this book useful. This book
is also ideal for data scientists or business analysts who want to improve their data
analytics skills using SQL. Knowledge of basic SQL and database concepts will aid
in understanding the concepts covered in this book.
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R for Data Science
Presents case studies and instructions on how to solve data analysis problems
using Python.

Practical Data Analysis
Residents in Boston, Massachusetts are automatically reporting potholes and road
hazards via their smartphones. Progressive Insurance tracks real-time customer
driving patterns and uses that information to offer rates truly commensurate with
individual safety. Google accurately predicts local flu outbreaks based upon
thousands of user search queries. Amazon provides remarkably insightful,
relevant, and timely product recommendations to its hundreds of millions of
customers. Quantcast lets companies target precise audiences and key
demographics throughout the Web. NASA runs contests via gamification site
TopCoder, awarding prizes to those with the most innovative and cost-effective
solutions to its problems. Explorys offers penetrating and previously unknown
insights into healthcare behavior. How do these organizations and municipalities
do it? Technology is certainly a big part, but in each case the answer lies deeper
than that. Individuals at these organizations have realized that they don't have to
be Nate Silver to reap massive benefits from today's new and emerging types of
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data. And each of these organizations has embraced Big Data, allowing them to
make astute and otherwise impossible observations, actions, and predictions. It's
time to start thinking big. In Too Big to Ignore, recognized technology expert and
award-winning author Phil Simon explores an unassailably important trend: Big
Data, the massive amounts, new types, and multifaceted sources of information
streaming at us faster than ever. Never before have we seen data with the volume,
velocity, and variety of today. Big Data is no temporary blip of fad. In fact, it is only
going to intensify in the coming years, and its ramifications for the future of
business are impossible to overstate. Too Big to Ignore explains why Big Data is a
big deal. Simon provides commonsense, jargon-free advice for people and
organizations looking to understand and leverage Big Data. Rife with case studies,
examples, analysis, and quotes from real-world Big Data practitioners, the book is
required reading for chief executives, company owners, industry leaders, and
business professionals.
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